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BEFOR.E the late war, f1yillg was still something of a novelty; a
sport for the wealthy (or the sacrifiCial), sometimes a time

saver for the very rushed and rich. and a sojourn in the R.A.F.. for
a few. Thousands of small boys knew all about aeroplanes in
minute detail, of course, but they were at a disadvantage in having
no actual air experience. Now, the natural process of growth in
the small boy. and the war, have produced an enormously Increased
number of people who can handle aircraft well, and are thoroughly
familiar with most aspects of th"e-ir operation. Many of these will
turn to gliding Just to be able to' go on flying, or for sport or relaxa
tion. For some time after civil gliding restarts it may be expected
that the majority of new members will already have flying ex
perience. What effect Is this gol ng to have? For the actual
change over from aeroplane flying to glider and sailplane flying, a
short conversion course, and not an instruction course will be
required (as stated by Arthur Clarke last month). This should be
sufficient to turn the aeroplane pilot into an adequate sailplane
pilot. But just flying a Sailplane. however well, is only the means
to an end. It is by no means the end itself. High performance
soaring is an art requiring experience, skill. and endurance of a high
order. (But let it be said here that (or those who have not the
time, opportunity. or incli'natlon to go In (or the big stuff, there is
plenty of fun to be had from ordinary club flying.)

, The first stage In the development of the potential high per
formance pilot is the acquisition of "feel," and, a sens'itive approach
to the air in which he flies. This is where the aeroplane pilot Is
generally at a disadvantage. His care has been for his motors as
a source of power. and not the air. In fact' the power of the air
has frequently been a nuisance, when It has forcibly Impressed
itself on him in the form of headwinds, and turbulence on the
approach. He has been accustomed to ride through the air In
something that feels solid under his seat. He may even be some
what dlstu rbed by the cockleshell feel of the sailplane that rides
on the air. But unless his attitude to the air is one of understanding,
even co-operation, he will find that it is thoroughly capricious and
unreliable. and he (literally) gets nowhere. In this respect the
glider trained pilot is better off. He has had to rely on the power
of the air from the start, and has, so to speak, grown up with It :
he instinctively knows its habits, so that by the time he has got
through his flying training and can handle a sailplane effectively,
he is ready (if so inc1ine4) to go straight on to thermal and advanced
soaring. The glider-taught pilot. too, in his longer period of
training at the gliding club. will have picked up a large amount of
,knowledge from the experts and had plenty of time to see them fly
and watch their technique. But the power pilot should be fully
converted to handling a sailplane within a week or a coupLe of
week-en.ds with an.y luck. What will happen to him then ~ He
may not have seen anyone circle in a therma,I, or even have much
more than a hazy idea of what they are. His previous flying will
have made him impatient for more than the odd circuit, and yet
he will l10t have the abi.lity to go further. He may realise his
trouble and settle down to picking up all the ,information he call
on his own and practising it with great patience. or he may think
there's" nothing to this gliding." get fed up and go away.

What is the answer? Films and slides on soaring and the
necessary meteorology. talks by "Silver C" pilots on their ex
periences and difficulties, all given a~ a part. ~f the c!ubs' regular
activities, will help, But unfortunately, the Ideal will be almost
Impossible to attain at the time when it will be most needed, due
co present costs, and lack of sailplanes and equlpme~t. etc.: ~or
surely the aim is for the clubs to be able to offer full flYing training
to .. Silver C " Standard as normal procedure.
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SOARING BIRDS

~ATHERSBANKED

MORE EFFICIENT
A number· of reasons have been

advancing-the need for banking,
sharply at low speed in a tight
spiral to keep within the limits of
a narrow thermal, the ability to
spill lift by epening the slots when
eno~gh elevation has been gained,
the greater stability given by slots
in violently changing mountain
currents, etc. But there are plenty
of observations of slots used when
none of these ,reasons seemed to
apply. I have watched condors
trying to gain elevation when there
was barely enough air motion to
keep them go·ing. 1 have watched
them travel for long distances on a
straight level COUl'se, and spiralling
upward, always with motionless
wings, and they used srotted tips
under all these conditions. Having
seen albatross pivoting on a pin
point among the rollers of the
Pacific, I would credit the pointed
tips with good stability.

travel chiefly over the land must
usually get a good elevation for
gliding between scattered currents
of rising air. These birds, almost
without exception, use slotted wing
tips for soaring. The condor, one
of the most highly specialized,
depending; almost entirely on soar
ing and gliding for its travel, has
wings slotted for about four feet
out of its entire span of ten feet.
Most of these soaring birds have a
lower aspect ratio than the ocean
soarers. They might seem to have
altogether a less efficient wing for
either gliding or soaring than the
ocean birds, and yet nature has
aeveloped this wing through a
process of evolution based on the
survival of the fittest, a Wing that
is certainly more complicated to
use and probably more fragile.
Why?

These slotted tips are very
deceptive to watch, and i.. studying

, them one should always keep this
point in mind, the feathers are
banked somewhat one above the
other, highest in front, lowest
behind, so that when seen from a
certain angle, below and behind
or aoove alld in front, they mask

/

Turl! begins, dJ'ops right tip
for turn.

Tllrn finished, starting to level
off. Dropping lcft Wil?g lip

raising right.

Left tip raising, while right wing
lip is dropping..

SLOTTED WINGS
The third group of soaring birds,

buzzards, condors and hawks. that

• Presented at the two-day techno- ,
logical Motorless Flight Conference of
the Soaring Society of America, Inc,.
at the Polytechnic Institute of
Brooklyn, Aug. 5th and 6th.

The birds that alie built to travel
on these currents are built for
straight soaril,g ability, with the
modification that their wings must
be short enough to be manageable
for active flight when necessary,
and simple enough so that they can
be used when wet. As a rule they
are not strong fliers and depend on
.soaring for most of their travel.
The albatross, one of the most I

highly specialized of this class, has
an aspect ratio of about eleven.

An intelimediate group of birds
lives on or near the water, but also
travels long distances overland by
soaring. and to do this must often
soar to great heights from which it
can glide between the widely I

separated thermal currents. Here I
we find a sort of hybrid wing. The
white pelican, wi.th a nine-foot
wi.ng spread, has the high aspect
ratio of the ocean soarers, but the
slotted tips of the land soaring.
birds. The wood ibis habitually
flies with a series of flaps followed
by a glide on its momentum.
During this glide, it uses pointed
wing tips, but when it starts to
soar, it spreads the feathers at the

A STUDY of bird flight with a I by
_ slow motion camera brings

up some 'questions about gliding I JOHN H. STORER *
and soaring which so far as I . .
know have not been satisfactorily tips to form a senes of slots, and

d so far as I have been able to ·observe
answere . '"k th I t h b't UW f d I'd" . d It eeps ese sos open a I ua y
. e. lO among g I 109 an soar- when soaring.
mg brrds three classes adapted to
three different types of environ-
ment. Soaring birds of the ocean
that can traVel on dependable air
currents near the ocean surface
have, almost without exception,
wings of high aspect ratio and
narrow or pointed tips. They
sometimes soar to great heights
but probably seldom nee.d to. As
Mr. Alfred Woodcock has shown
in his studies of soaring gulls, when
conditions. are right for soaring oyer
the ocean they are apt to be
uniformly good over great areas,
and fairly close to the surface. I

IALBATROSS ~
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With acknowledgments to "Soaring.';

Buzzard gliding with motionless
wings.

LIFT ACCOMMODATION
This graduation in the upward

bend of the feathers seems to
correspond roughly to the distribu.
tion of lift over the upper surface
of a wing, highest toward the lead.
ing edge, lowest at the rear, except
that the reduced bend on the
successive feathers gives this slotted
wing surface a sloping straig-ht line

~Iiis~::"'__.___ rather than the curved camber of a
-----..... 1 wing. The solid part of the condor

wing is cut off square across the end
at the base of the slots and would
seem designed to concentrate the
tip vortex from the concave lower
surface anrl direct it upward through
the slots.

The author has not been able to
learn of any tests with slotted tips
that would compare with the tips
of a soaring bird. One may well
ask whether the soaring bird,
developed through a process of the
survival of the fittest, may not have
something to teach the engineer
who says its slotted wing is not the
most efficient type for soaring..

same positions and angles. If we
take a condor's primary feathers
we find that it takes from a quarter
to half a pound of uP'Yard pressure
on a single feather to give it the
amount of upward bend shown in
many of the movies of condors
gliding with motionless wings. In
many cases the feather at the lead
ing edge Of the wing is twisted to
between 30 and 40 degrees minus
angle to the line of flight,. each
succeeding feather have a shghtly
lower angle of attack until at the
rear they have a positive angle.

each other and appear closed, even
when seen at dose range through
powerful glasses,. but from below
and in 'front the condor slots
always appeared open in my obser
vations, but they can vary the size
of the openings.

FLAPPING FLIGHT

If we compare the shal?es and
positions of these feathers In soar
ing and in active flight we find a
very interesting similarity. In
flapping flight they act as the
propellers. The rear vane of each
feather is wider than the front one
so that on the down stroke the
pr·essure against the air twists the
rear vane upward, giving the
feather the shape and position of
a propeller blade. In this way t~e

wing is driven forward as far, In

some cases farther than it moves
downward, drawing after it the
inner half of the wing which main
tains a positive angle of attack
throughout the stroke and supplies
most of the lift.

In gliding and soaring the wing
and tip feathers take very much the

OUTSTANDING PERFORM

SUPERlATIV£ CONTROL
J:ULLY A1:RQaAnC

.'
Mor.. Ord.... for Chilton O'LYM'IAS hay.. alread, been r ..eeiyed tllan for any oth..r hleh perform~nce

sailplan.. ever built or so'ld in Great 8rltain. Purchasers Include some of the be.t-kno"!"n personalotles
In the pre..war British soa"in, movement.

In yiew of recent claim_ we would _ueeest that much "esl,n and experimental work (Includlne
exhaustive ni,ht-te,tine) ha. ,ee to be carried out before an, othe.. type tan justfiabll claim equal Clr
Improved performance over the proved fi,ures of the OLYMPIA.

CBILTON AIRCRAFT HUNGERFORD, BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND
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POST-WAR GLIDING
By P. A. WILLS, C.B.E.

A.T.C. GLIDING

THE UBIQUITOUS PRIMARY.
What airc.,aft eveT worked hll1'd81' fa., its livi11g.

The main development in this
country since the ~lar has been the
advent of A.T.C. gliding, and whilst
this has covered only the first stages
of training, it has done so on a much
larger scale than was ever con
templated by the pre-war club. and

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE
le CADET"

By taking the" Cadet," streng
thening it here and there, and
particularly by putting a landing
wheel on it which greatly reduces
landing stresses on machine and
pilot, and speeds up all ground
handling problems, the A.T.e. have
produced a machine which can
take an ab initio pilot right through
from preliminary to " C" Licence
stage ,in the shortest possible time.

The machine is easier to fly,
safer in a crash, and easier to
handle, than a" Primary." Lastly.
for post·war clubs, the possession
of a few pairs of Tutor wings will #

enable them to provide a reasonably
good soaring machine for their
members on the same basic type.

STANDARDISING MACHINES
AND PROCEDURE

CLUBS NEAR TOWNS
The second lesson, which is one

which was before the ~lar being
practised by the Midland Club,
amongst others, is that all instruc
tion prior to the soaring stage can
be conveniently and efficiently
carried out on flat sites near the
larger centres of population. Only

The increased cost of aircraft in
the first post-war years is going to
be a serious problem. It can be
materially eased by standardising
types to the utmost, so that manu
facturers can jig for quantity
production. .

In this respect A.T.C. and club
can materially assist each other by
standardising as far as possible on
the same types. And since many
members of the A.T.C. will doubt·
less also become mem bers of the
club, a standardisation of the types
common to both will be mutually
beneficial to pilots as well.

'vVhilst methods of instruction in
A.T.C. and the civil club will not
be able to be exactly parallel owing
to the different context of service
and private flying, there will doubt
less be many ways to avoid the
member of both having to remem·
ber two different standards of pro
cedure.

A FTER a gap of some years On Iaccordingly in my views the lessons
priority business, I have they have learnt are of great value

recently had time to think again and must be used by post-war clubs
on gliding affairs. so that the views to the full.
of one coming back more or less Bearing in mind, however, that
fresh to the subjed (in so far as these lessons are limited to the
anyone cmt at the pl-esent time be first phases of training, I do not
described as "fresh" on any think A.T.e. are likely to hold any
subject) may be of interest. necessarily conclusive views on the

As in every other subject under methods of training beyond the
the sun, we must avoid the temp- "B" Licence stage of plain gliding,
tation of bying to go back to "the as distinct from soaring flight.
good old days." The world has There is some reason to believe,
grown older and in some ways however, that the elementary train·
wiser by more than the five or six ing methods_ of the pre·war club
calendar years that have elapsed. were, financially speaking, their
-I have been privileged recently to Achilles heel, and that many clubs
investigate in Germany the progress made a loss on this side of their
of gliding during the War, and it activities which was covered by
is obvious tha.t as far as possible profits on more advanced flying,
we in England must take advantage private owners, social activities and
of their progress, and start up again so forth. Any improved methods
where they left off, so filling the therefore will be of the greatest
gap in our own development which value in the hard years to come.
the Germans have forced on us. Lesson number one in my view

is that'A.T.C. have finally seen off
the stage that devastating device,
the "Primary" trainer. This
fearsome apparatus not only struck
terror into the hearts of beginner
and beholder alike, but also pro
bably gave the general public the
impression that the glider pilot
must be slightly mad to be prepared
to adventure in the air at all.
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REVIEWAm
Air Review. Vol. 7, No. 2.

June-July, 1945. The title of this
journal, formerly published by the
Air LeaglJe. has been acquiJ-ed by
the organisation which produces
the" Aeromodeller." and it appears
now in a much enlarged and
luxurious form at 3s. A large
proportion of the paper is taken up
with descriptions of aeroplane
types, but the remainder shows
commendable variety and even
includes a page on the aero
dynamics of windmills. String
fellow's model of 1848 also gets a
look-in, with a page of general
arrangement drawings.

Tommy Rose "(rites nostalgically
about the early years of the Light
Aeroplane Club movement. with
its delightful inter-club social func
tions and the "adventure" of
cross-country flying. He doubts
if those happy times will ever come
again, what with modern instruc
tional methods. the lack of a second
Sefton Brancker, and the clubs
becoming" commercially minded."
TIus may Serve as a warning to us,
though the gliding clubs had not
reached that distressing stage by
the time the war began. How long
our respite will last, remains to be
seen I A.E.S.

MASS _ORDERS

FINANCE AND EQUIPMENT

which is going to be the core of Iduring which manufacture.rs and
our problem here. so that an effort clubs might gr<;>w very weak. If
is being made to obtain the latest quantities of German machines are
German designs for this reason. provided, manufacturers will have

to e of A them, and ,..,ill get work
in repairs and maintenance. Mean
while the movement will flourish,
more people will come into it. and
the trade will grow.

I see the gliding movement at
present rather like a water pump
that has been standing idle for
some time. You can work away at
the handle for a long time with very
little result. unless you prime it.
after which results arrive with great
speed. If the clubs can be ade
quately primed now. they will never
look back.

In any case, some co-ordination
between the clubs themselves and
A.T.e. in their placing of orders
would clearly assist manufacturers.
Thus if all orders were co-ordinated
and pooled say twice yearly so that
quantities of a type could be
ordered at one time, manufacturers
would be able to assess how much
they could afford to jig up for
production.

Before the War an individual
private owner almost always ex
pected some special features on his
machine, but seldom expected to
have to pay for them. With a
better idea of costing, manufac
turers should now be able to make
the private owner pay a proper
price if he insists on variations from
standard. instead of as in the past,
the loss incurred on these having
either to be borne by the manu
facturer or covered in the profit
made on his stalldard productions
for the clubs.

TWIN OR SINGLE SEATERS?

the extreme enthusiast before the
War found it worth while motoring
great distances every week-end to
indulge in ground slides at his
nearest gliding club.

The only reason he had to go so
far was that the club existed on the
soaring sites and had no facilities
fOf elementary instruction else
where.

V'e must in my view aim in
future that the only pilots arriving
at a soaring site are those who are
ready to learn to soar, or can
already do so. It is greatly to be
hoped that some liaison between
A.T.e. and the post-war club will
be made to enable their present
elementary instruction facilities
near every big town to be shared.
In return the clubs could make
their sites and facilities available
for summer camps, when the most
promising A.T.e. pupils could
receive instruction beyond their
present stage.

'An alternAtive scheme of in
struction from the beginning in
two-seater sailplanes ha~ been
suggested, but in view of the fact
that the immediate post-war cost
of a two·seater sailplane is likely
to be not far short of £600, it
seems to me that this idea is not Whilst post-war costs must for
immediately practicable, apart from the time being be very much guess-

work, clubs must calculate on the
the operational difficulties involved, basis that machines will cost about
which may be considerable. double the pre-war figure. This

The post.war types of a gliding should involve subscriptions and
club should therefore be confined flying fees being doubled. if a sound
to" Cadet" and" Tutor," a cheap financial basis is to be reached.
cantilever sailplane and a two- ,
seater. both of standard design. I By pre-war standard~m~ny clubs
Here the Germans may be able to have. q~~Lte reasonable liqUId assets,
h 1 Wh'l t d . th th but Lt LS to be feared that these
d~ ~;ot ap~:ar ~~n~avee ;:orduC:~ will e~aporate quite rapidly in the
,any new types to be of club n~w circumstances.. So that much
. . .' WLll depend on either a direct
mterest in the near future. they t b'd d/ f' 1
have modified various pre-war governmel~ su SI y, an or a aL~ y
types for quantity or even mass liberal p~1Jcy 111 I>rovldll1g ~enull1e
production. Thus, it is estimated clubs wlt.h ex-German alr~raft,
that between 5,000 and W,OOO balloo~ wll1ches, .and other Iten:s
"Grunau Baby II's" have been of eqUIpment which should be 111

built. upward of '1,000 "Meise" good supply.
(~' Olympia "), and 300 " Weihe," British manufacturers of gliders
and possibly 750 two-seater would, I am sure, benefit by a
.. Kranichs." The'man-hours re- liberal policy of this kind. They
quired to build the" Meise" have will not 00 in a position for some
been redlilced from 4,000 to 1,200. time to supply the quantities that
All this has been done without will be needed" and if they were,
reducing, the efficiency or strength the clubs would not have the
factors of these excellent machines. necessary finance. There would.

It is just this reduction of cost therefore, be a gap ot several years
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BALANCING A SAILPLANE
By J. C. REUSSNER.

THE performance of a sailplane centre of gravity directly under the
is affected to a large extent centre of pressure, when the wing

by balance. As the calculations is at its most efficient incidence.
involved are comparatively simple, To do this we must be able to fix
there is nQ reason why a sailplane the positions of the centre of gravity
pilot should not check his own and the centre of pressure.
machine for balance It might be as well at this point

A saHplane is usually trimmed so to define the terms "centre of
that it will fly at its most efficient gravity" and" centre of pressure"
speed without the necessity fot for the benefit of the uninitiated.
tail-load to keep it in this attitude. The centre of gravity, C.G., may
This means that aU the forces acting be defined as the point at which
en the machine must be balanced the sum of the weights of all com
without any assistance from the ponent parts of the machine acts.
tail·unit. To put it more simply, if the

The principle forces operating on machine were suspended at its c.G.
a machine are the weight, which it would balance in any position.
acts at the centre of gravity, and The centre of pressl'lre, C.F., may
the wing lift, and the wing drag, be defined as the point at which the
both of which may be assumed to resultant forces on the wing cut the
act at the centre of pressure of the I chord line, or, more simply, it is an
wing. Other forces such as fuselage imaginary line running spanwise
drag and tan unit drag affect the; along the wing on which the total
balance, but to a much smaller! lift of the wing is operating. The
·extent, and in the balance calcu- I centre of pressure does not stay in
lations for a sailplane they may be one position but changes with the
ignored. wing incidence. When the wing is

The problem of balance has now near the stalling angle the c.P. wi!'l
resolved itself into positioning the be well forward, generally at about

30 per ,cent. of the chord, but as the
speed of the machine increases,
thus decreasing the angle of inci
dence, the c.P. will move towards
the rear. In a fast dive the C.P.
may be well behind the bailing
edge.

Let us now consider how we can
find the position of the centre of
gravity,. When a new machine is
being designed a great deal of time
is spent in estimating the position of
the C.G. and positioning the various
components so that it will fall as
near to the ideal position as possible.
To find the e.G. of a completed
machine, however, the simplest
method is by weighing it. Fig. 1
shows how this is done. The
machine is hung in flying position
on two spring balances A and B,
and the distance of each balance
from the leading edge of the wing
is measured.

Let A = Weight on balance A (in
lbs.).

E = Weight on balance B (in
lbs.).

ALL UP e.G.
]I

f ~""'TARE e.G.

BALANCE B

y

r

x
BALANCE A

:z
FIG I
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wing. We must now find the give us the distance of the C.P.
position of the C.P. which corre- from the leading edge.
sponds to this value. To do this we It is important to realise that the
must refer to the characteristic above is only strictly correct for a
curves for the airfoil employed. machine with parallel chord and
Fig. 2 shows airfoil curves for a constant section, where the ·centre
typical wing section. It will be of pressure is on an almost straight
seen that L--D, centre of pressure line running spanwise along the
and lift coefficient (Cl) are plotted wing. As most sailplane wings are
against angles of incidence. The tapered and are made up of two or
highest value L--D is the peak of more different airfoil sections we
the L--D curve and by dropping a must find the C.P. at various points
vertical line through this point it along the span and then take the
will be seen that it occurs at an mean position. However, if the
angle of incidence of one degree. reader does not wish to go to all
Where this vertical line cuts the this trouble a good approximation
C.P. curve indicates the centre of may be obtained by finding the
pressure position for this angle of C.P. position for the root-end
incidence, and by .reading the value section and taking this as the mean
off the left-hand side of the figure C.P. position of the wing. It
it will be seen that it is about .38 should be noted that this method
of the chord. Multiplying the cannot be applied to a swept.back
chord of the wing by this figure will . wing.

CL

/-6

28

/-2.

'6

'-0

2420

C.P.

2.

Cl.- ·3~.
"--------3Io~--~1__

~'G.

4- 8 12. 16
'NCIDENCE.

o

,~ PE'AK OFI "'0 CURVE

./

-4

,2, ·6

o.j

8 -8

4 ',0

16 '4

-4

Cop.

2.0 .2.

24

1:-D

32.

x = Distance of balance A in
front of L.E. (in inches)

Y = Distance of balance B
behind L.E. (in inches).

Z = Distance of C.G. behind
balance A (in inches). 1

To find Z we multiply the weight
on balance B by the distance
between the two balances, and
divide the answer by the sum of the
weights on both balances. Thus:-

B X (X + Y)
Z=-----

A+B
If we now take dimension X from

Z it will give us dimension V-the
distance of the tare, or empty, C.G.
behind the leading edge. It is often
useful to mark this point on the side
of the fuselage, together with the
tare, or empty, weight of the
machine. This e.G. position must,
now be corrected to allow for the
weight of the pilot. If a machine
is generally flown by one particular
person it can be balanced to suit
his weight, but it is more usual to
balance a machine so as to allow
for a 180 lb. pilot. The centre of
gravity of a man in sitting position
is usually taken as 10 inches up
from the seat bottom and 10 inches
out from .the seat back, this position
should now be located in the
fuselage, and the distance between
it and the tare e.G. measured. Let
us call this dimension D. To find
the all-up C.G. of a machine we
multiply the weight of the pilot by
dimension D and divide the answer
by the sum of the weights of the
machine and pilot. Thus:-

Wp X D
F=--

Wp +Wm
Where Wp = weight of pilot in

pounds.
'Vm = .. .. maclline

in pounds.
F = distance of all-up C.G.

in front of tare C.G. in
inches.

As we requiJ;e to find the distance
of·the C.G. behind the leading edge
we now take dimension F from
dimension V which gives us dimen
sion E, the one we' require.

Let us now consider the problem
of positioning the centre of pressure.
As stated before it is usual to
balance the machine so that it will
fly at its most efficient gliding
angle. This gliding angle may be
assumed to correspond to the
highest LIFT-P:RAG v",lue <;>f th~

(Continued on pag, 18)
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In ...j~w of the unexpected demand for the .. Kirby Kite" and the

.. Olympia 11." we have decided to plan the quantity production of these

machines 'forthwith. with priority over the higher performance types.

Kirby Kite 11. An limproved version of the now famous pre-war type

known throughQut the world for its ex'Cel,lent qualities. The post-war

type will inchJde laRding wheel, tail trimmer, and other features.

Olympia 11 (or Melse). This sailplane. already so well adv,ertised, will

lin,e1ude additional features and refinementS'. By specia'l attention to

jigging and the latest production methods we aim to market th'is type at

a very attractive price.

Our' production programme wi.ll also inelude the follOWing :- Type 21

side-by-side two-seater training machine of 54 feet span. Treproto~ype

has been flown by many well-known sailplane pUots and voted a winner.

Gull, Ill. A rull cantilever version of the" Guilt," a machine of exceptional

performance. The prototype, now undergoln,g tests. will be Illustrated'

.f1 an early issue of the Sailplane.

Petre'l U. A h'igh-performance competition type most suitable for British

cond itions.

Every Machine produced will be up to the highest standards of work

manship and tested by our own sailplane pilots with many years of soaring

experience. Sailp'lane pUots will also supervise the detail production.

fULLY

Agents :
CANADA:

AUSTRALIA :

SOUTH AFRICA t

J!-tl.

PRODUCTION

J. A. Simpson, Quarries P.'O., Ontario.

Light Aircraft {Pty) Ltd., Sydney.

Thomas Barlow il Sons Ltd.• J'ohannesburg.
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WDA"r MAKES
T'DE, WEATHER?

By

DAVID BRUNT, M.A., Se.D., F.R.S.,

Professor of Meteorology, Imperial College. South Kensington.

Paper read before The Royal Society of Arts at John Adam
Street, Adelphi, W.C.2. on Wednesday, 17th January, 1945,
at 1.45 p.m. Professor E. N. da Costa Andrade, D.Sc.,

Ph.D., F.RS., presided.
By courtesy of rhe Meteorolorical Sociery

Fig. I. Convective mofio'lt in gold paint ..

3. WATER .VAPOUR IN THE
ATMOSPHERE

will ha ve lower pressure to his feft
than to his right; in the southern
hemisphere he would have lower
pressure to his right. This state
ment is known as Buys Ballot's
Law, after the DutChman who first
en unciated it.

place our horizontal surface, the less
air there will be above it, and so
pressure falls off with height ,in the
atmosphere. 'When a region of low
pressure, or a depression, forms, say
over the British Isles, some of the
air must have been removed side
ways, so as to leave less than the
normal amount over the British
Isles. To produce an average winter
depression requires the lateral re
moval of about 100.,000.,000,000
tons of air. I have ,often been
asked when we shall be able to
control the weather out-oi-doots,
and the answer obviously is " when
we are able to stop 100.,000,000,000
tons of air from going its own way."

-..

T,'HE answer to the question
posed in the title of this

lecture can be given in a few words,
namely, that weather is produced
by the ascent of air, and particularly
by the ascent of damp air. If the
air always moved horizontally,
weather as we know it would not
occur. Indeed, the essential differ
ences in the character of weather
in different parts of the world are,
in the main, diffecences in the form
or scale of the mechanism which
produces the ascent of damp a,ir.

Before we can develop our argu
ment in detail, a few general
principles must be stated and
explained :-

1. AIR PRESSURE
. The pressure of the air at any

level is a measure of the weight of
air above unit area, say one square
centimetre, of a horizontal sudace
placed at that level. The higher we

8y courUS)' oIJ.1I, ROJ/al Miteoro~icJJISoc"'l. _

Fig. 2, VerticaJ sectiolt tkyougll a single cell of Fig. 1. The lin.es are tlte
lines of flow of lite liquid. tlte a,rrows indicating the direction of flow.

The warmer the air, the more
water vapour it can hold, and when
damp air is sufficiently Gaoled a
stage is reached when it can no
longer hold all the water vapour
with which it started. At that
stage some of the water vapour
will condense into small water

2. WIND. BUYS BALLOT'S drops. This is what happens when,
LAW on a clear night, the ground is

The wind th d . cooled by radiation to the sky, and
. . n.ear e groun,' 1S the gwund cools the air above it,

dllec~ed from hlgh to low pr~ssure, and fog is formed. V/hen damp air
but 111 such a way that, 111 the rises into levels ol! lower pressure,
north~rn h.enllsphere, an observer Iit expands and cools. \Ve then
standmg with IllS back to the wmd have the opposite action to that

. \of. .~ which occurs in a bicycle pump,
'

r~~~~§~~§~~~~8~~r/~~~§~~~~~§~~~~Twhich compresses and heats the'air, and the air in turn heats the
end of the pump through which it
is fm-eed. Ascending air thus
expands and cools, and, if the ascent
is continued sufficiently high, within
the rising air there will form, first
a cloml of very small water drop
lets, of diameter comparable with
l/l,000t11 inch, and, later larger
drops, of diameter 1/100th inch and
tlpwal'd, which fall to the ground as
min. If the condensation starts at
levels where the temperature is
beiow the fl'eezing-point, it will'
usually be in the form of snow.
The smallest 'Crystal of ice is a
hexagonal plate. It may grow in
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land in summer. Winds which
show these seasonal chang.es of
direction are known as monsoon
winds.

The most striking illustration of
the seasonal changes which I have
described will be found over the
large land mass of Europe and Asia.
In winter the lowest temperatures
and the highest pressures are to be
found over north-east Siberia, and
out of this region blow the dry cold
winds which form the north or
north-east monsoons of the China
coast and India. The anti-cyclone
over Siberia dies away in the
spring. and in summer there forms
a depression, or centre of low
pressure, to the north-west of India.
The winds blowing around this
depression yielcl the south-west
monsoon of India, the sOlltherly
monsoon of the China ooast, and,
in the e-xtreme west of the 7)one of
influence of the low pressure. the
Etesian winds of the Mediterranean.

E

and is replaced by warmer water
from berow. Thus, the night cool
ing the surface of the ocean is very
slight. We have, then, to think of
the temperature of the sea, and of
the air immediately above it, as
remaining nearly steady by day
and by night, whHe the land, and
the air above it, is warmed by day
and cooled by night.

In summer, the land gains more
heat in the long days than it loses
in the short nights, and so it
be~omes, on the average, warmer
than the sea. In winter, on the
other hand, the land loses mme
heat in the long nights than it gains
in the short days, and so becomes,
on the average, colder than the
sea. Consequently, breezes from
the sea are mild in winter, and cool
in summer. In the British Isles in
winter the temperature of the air
depends far more on the direction
of the wind than it does on whether
the sun is shining or not.

Flow of air over a barrier of !JigT. ground.Fig. 3.

5. STABILITY OF AIR
Air becomes top-heavy, or un

stable, when its temperature falls
off with height by more than 5.4° F.
per 1,000 feet. Instability of air
is produced when the ground'
beneath it is warmed by the sun,
or when a mass of cold air passes
over a warm surface. The in
stability is rectified by the warm
surface air rising in a number of
separate currents, each surrounded
by colder currents descending from
above to take the place of the warm
air. The rising currents are known
as convection currMlts. If the rising

SUMMER AND WINTER air is damp, and the ascent is
WINDS. maintained to a sufficiently high

4. DIFFERENCES OVER LAND When the air over the central level, each convection current will
AND SEA part of a continent cools in winter, form a cloud, of the cumulus type,

The air is heated and cooled by it Shrinks downward, so that there and the cumulus cloud may grow
the ground. The temperature of is a fall of pressure at high levels, sufficiently to yield a rain-shower,
solid ground, and, consequently, and air from the surrounding regions or even a thunderstorm in favour
the temperature of the air imme- flows in at high levels into the low able conditions, i.e. violent con
diately above it, is rapidly raised by pressure I·egion. The result is to vection to very great heights.
bright sunshine, and is rapidly increase the amount of air above The formation of convection
lowered by radiation to the sky on the cold region, or to increase the currents in an unstable fluid can be
a cloudless night. But over the preSS111'e at the ground. In other readily imitated by a very simple
oceans the surface temperature words, a region of high pressure, or experiment. When gold paint of
changes little from day to night. an anti-cyclone, forms over the cold a cheap variety is poured into a
By day the sun's rays penetrate region. In summer there is the smaH dish or tray, to a depth. of
through a consideFable deptll of opposite tendency to form over the say! to 1 inch, the evaporation of
water, and their energy is shared out continents regions of low pressure, the very volatile liquid which is
through so large a mass of water- rather shallow depressions. Since the basis of most cheap gold paints,
that on~y a very slight change of the winds near the ground blow Icools the upper surface so I'apidly
the temperature of the surface from high to low pressure, it is seen that the liquid becomes denser
water, and of the air above it, is that, where the pressure changes Iaoove than below. The liquid in
produced. At night, as soon as the in the manner I have described, the the dish is seen to break up into a
surface layer of water is cooled by surface winds will blow from land number of small cells, within each
radiating heat to the ail', it sinks, I to sea in winter, and from sea to Iof which the liqt1id ascends in the

one of two ways. 'When the amount
of water vapour available for con
densation is small, the crystal plate
grows in thickness, and eventually
becomes needle-shaped. Snow
form~d at high levels, or at low
fevels in very low temperatures, is
in this form. When the snow is
formed at temperatures not far
berow the freezing point, with
plentiful water vapour available for
condensation, the crystal grows an
arm at each angle. The fully
developed crystal if this type may
take a myl-iad of different forms,
and the snow-flake which falls to
the ground consists of a large
n umber of crystals tangled together.
Mucl~ of the rain which falls in the
British Isles in winter starts as
snow at high levels, and melts in
falling through the waFmer air at
low levels.

When air cwntaining a cloud of
water drops sinks, the process of
condensation is reversed; the clOUd
becomes thinner, a.nd eventually
disappears.
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-StrealD LiON durinr Mo,uoon.

. By COUTtt'y of l}te Royal M"eoTological Society.
Fig. 4.-SchemaJic repl'esentation of the mai11 tIlo~mtain ranges of India.
The long arrows indicate the lines of flow of the S. W. monsoon cllrrmt

INDIA A GOOD EXAMPLE
The most outstanding example of

rainfall produced in this way is the
rainfaU of the south-west monsoon
of India. India is almost com
pletely surrounded by mountains,
except along the south-east coast.
Fig. 4, due to Sir George Simpson,
gives a schematic representation of
the main mountain ranges of India.
The south-west monsoon, reaching
India as a warm and damp current,
is forced to rise over these mountain
barriers along the south-west coast,
and in so doing yields copious rain
fall, as also does the current
reaching the west coast of Burma.
The stream-line marked VIII strikes
the Khasi Hills, and is forced to
rise almost vertically for 4,000 feet,
giving the highest recorded rainfall
known. At Cherrapunji the annual
rainfall averages 424 inches, of

heights being measured from the
level of the low ground upwind of
the barrier. Even a large building
will produce similar disturbances of
horizontal flow, and it is to allow
for this that the chimneys of power
stations are usually about 2i times
the height of the building. (See
Fig. 3.)

cc BANNBR CLOUD"
The air which is carried upward

over the high ground will expand
and 0001, and if the barrier is
sufficiently high, cloud will form,
early or late in the ascent according
as the air is initially very damp er
not. Such cloud is known as
orograpbie cloud, and any rain
Wllich it may yield is known as
orographk rain. I t sometimes

OROGRAPHIC CLOUD AND RAIN happens that the air near the
.. ground is too dry to yield cloud,

We now return to our ongmal while the air some distance above
thesis, that weather is ma!nly prO-I! the ground is sufficiently damp to
duced by the a.scent of au. ~ne form cloud when at its .greatest
example of. thIS, the convectIon height above the barrier. Such
current Which. produc~ cumulus cloud will not move away down
cloud, and posSIbly a ramshower or wind; but will remain apparently
a th~nderstorm, has already been fixed in position above the barrier.
mentIoned. . . . Sometimes a cloud forms at the peak

An even more ObVIOUS condItion of a mountain and is then known
i~ which ~ir will ascend is when a as a .. banner 'cloud."
rI.dge of hIgh g~oun~ or a range .of If the barrier is high, rain will
hIlls or moun.tam~, lies as a ba~ner usually fall on the high ground,
acr~ss ~he dtrectlOn of the wmd, most of it on the windward side of
forc~ng It to flow upward o,,:,er the the barrier. Rainfall produced in
slopmg grOUn?. T~e honzontal this way will continue so long as
flo.w .of the aIr IS dlstur~ed to a the wind retains its direction, and
he~ght of from 2l to 3 tImes the the air it brings is sufficiently damp.
heIght of the high ground, the When rain falls from a cloud formed

over a mountain top, the base of
the cloud on the lee side will be
higher than on the windward side.

acmss country as readily as a tram
running on rails.

Convection is likely to become
active either in quiet fine weather
when the mornings are bright and
sunny, or when cold air from high
latitudes flows southward over
relatively warm ground. The sail
plane pilot depends on convection to
keep him in the air, and while the
present British distance record for
sailplanes, from London to Corn
wall, was made in anti-cyclone
weather on April 30, 1938, by P. A.
Wills, an earlier record flight in
1936, also made by P. A. Wills, was
set up in the cold air in a de
pression, on a day when small cloud
streets alternated with rather
irregular cumulus.

•

middle, spreads outward at the
top, and sinks at the outer margin.
The same type of motion can be
imitated in air contained in a small
chamber having a glass top and a
metal base which can be heated
from below, the motion being
rendered visible by cigarette smoke.
When the chamber is made so that
the glass top can be set in motion
across the chamber, giving a shear
ing motion to the unstable air in
the chamber, the threads of con
vection are shea.red into vertical
planes, and the motion of the
unstable air then consists of long
rolls parallel to the direction of
motion of the glass plate, with
adjacent rolls rotating in opposite
directions. (See Figs. 1 and 2.)

When the wind is uniform in
speed and direction through the
layer of atmosphere in which
cumulus clouds form, the clouds
will be of the usual woolpack form.
Under such a cloud there will be a
vertical current, and a sailplane
which succeeds in getting into this
ascending current can circle around
in it for an indefinite period.

When the wind speed increases
with height through the layer in
which cloud forms, the clouds will
be in long rolls, whose length is
roughly parallel to the wind
direction. Such clouds are known,
to pilots of sailplanes or gliders as
cloild streets. Underneath such a
roll of cloud there is an upward air
current, in which a glider can go
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Fig. 5-Tlie a.ir-flow ina futly-de-veloped depressw1t. with veriteal
cross-sections to north and south of the centre.

which about 40@ inches faits in the
months ApFiI to September. In
the lee of the mountains the rainfall
is relatively small. The trajectories
marked IV and V pass over low
coastal regions, and reach Central
India as warm damp currents
capable of yielding heavy rainfall
among the hills. The northern
most part of the south-west coast
of India is flat, and the air carried
inland along trajectories VI meets
LlO barrier' of high ground, and
consequently yields little rain. The
inland region reached by this air
is Sind, and the desert of Sind
testifies to the dearth of rain, the
annual total of rainfall averaging
less than 10 inches over a very
large area, and less than I) inches
over an area of at least 40,()00
square miles. It is noteworthy that
if the mountains of India were
levelled out the climate would be
drastically altered, and India would
be· a hotter and much m0re un
pleasant land to live in.

The long succession of mountain
ranges running down the west
coast of North and South America
also produce plentiful rain, and
there are places among the Rocky
Mountains in Canada where the
rainfall is comparable with all Ibut

wal'mer over the colder air current.
Nearly all the rain which a de
pression brings is formed in this
way, and falls from an upper warm
current through a colder current
Iyhlg belQw it.

In a fully-grown depression the
warm air at ground! level is limited
to a small sector extending outward
from the centre in a southerly
direction from the centre (Fig. 5).
The easterly edge of the warm
sector, where cQid air is being
replaced by warm air, is called the
warm front, and the westerly, or
rear, edge of the warm sector is
called tl1e cold front. This warm
sector is attacked by the cold air
OH both easterly 'and westelly
flanks, and eventually it loses this
battle, and is forced to retreat
upwardS, with the cold air talking
its place along the ground. \Vhen
the warm air has all been pushed
up from the ground, the dep~ession

begins te die away. and the rain
fall becomes light~r. and finally
ceases.

The cold aiT in the rear of a
depression is in the form of a wedge
with a nose at some distance above
the ground, this form being dictated
by the variation of wind speed with
height, as determined by surface
friction. The waml air which
climbs up over the elevated nose
of the cold wedge .will, in some
depressions, become saturated and
unstable during this ascent, and
wHl then rise further, sometimes
reaching heights of wen over 20,000
feet. Within this current there will
form cumulo-nimbus clouds, tower
ing cumulus clouds with dark tops,
and as the conditions leading to
the ascent of air to great heights
will usuaUy prevail along the cold
front to great distances from the
centre of the depression, there will
be a .Iine of cumulo-nimbus cloud
illuking the length of the cold

.front, sometimes giving rise to
thunderstorms. A sailplane which
succeeds in getting into such a
current can travel along the cold
front to great distances_ It is the
difficulty of getting into such a
current which accounts for the
rarity of sailplane flights along cold
fronts. Seen from the warm sector,
the sky over the cold front is
covered by dark and shapeless
clouds, and it is not possible, from
the appearance of the sky, to tell
the precise moment when the cold

, nose of the cold frOnt is overhead.

C...
9Km

ASCENT OF WARM AIR OVER
COLD AIR

There is yet a third way in which
air can be made to ascend. Instead
of a barrier of high ground, it may
meet a barrier of eolder, amI there
fOTe denser, air, lying in its path in
the form of a wedge, over the upper
surface oOf which the warm air
climbs. This occurs within the
depressions which exert the main
control over the weather of tem
perate latitudes, these depressions
being regions of conflict between
warm and €:old winds. The lower
ing of pressme which marks the
development of a depression as well
as most of the features of the
weather within the depression, are
associated with the ascent of the

the wettest parts of India. A map
showing the annual rainfall 0f a
country will usually reflect all the
salient features of the contours of
the gound. Even in the British
Isles we find the liJeaviest rainfall
in those regions where damp winds
from the Atlantic are forced to l'ise
over steep slopes, as shown by the
outstanding raininess of Sn0wdonia,
the Lake District and Western
Scotland.

Wa:r:m air

A 'h Il£nu
__ - 0 ••••.•

,...n 2u:l:::J1Ca lOKe
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Ground b
Fig. 6.-The essential air jrow in the stage of growth of a depres

sion ( (a) and (b)) , and oJ all anticyclo11e { (c) and, (d) ).
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THE FORMATION OF A
DEPRESSION

The fact that heavy rain occurs 'I·

within a depression is in itself
evidenoe of large-scale ascent of air. '
It is perhaps worth while consider·
ing briefly the basic facts of the
formation of a depression. The
depression can be defined as a
,centre of low pressure, having a
cou !'Iter-clockwise circulation of
winds about that centre. In the
northern hemisphere, air moving
over the earth is subjected to an
acceleration to the right of its
direction of motion, on account of
the rotation of, the earth. This is
the fundamental dynamical fact to
be considered. Now suppose that
a depression is to be fanned with
its centre at some point O. This
requires the lateral removal of air
from the region centred at O. The
mm,t obvious way <i)f removing this
air would appear to he to cause it
to diverge outward in all dil'ections I

trom 0, as shown in Fig. 6. cyclone is shown in Fig. 6 (c) and I globe, in an latitudes, is directly
The air moving outward from 0' (dj. Above an anti-cyclone there due to the <J,scent of damp air over
would swing around to its right, as 'must be an inflow of air and winds sloping gr@und, over hills and
shown in tbe diagram, and in the blowing around the centre in a mountains. But even in India,
end would acquire a clockwise counter·c1ockwise direction. The where the summer monsoon rain
circulation around the centre 0, diagrams of Fig. 6 must not be fall is of this type, a considerable
and not the counter-clockwise cir- regarded as one of a number of amount of rainfall comes from
culation required for the depression. possible theories of the origin of thunderstorms. In temperate lati
If a counter-clockwise circulation depressions and anti-cyclones. I hides, where most of the rainfall
is to be produced, the air must Rather is it to be regarded as i' is due t<:l depressions, the accentua·
converge inwal'd towards 0, as I stating the geometrical conditions tion of rainfall among the moun
shown in Fig. 6 (b). This is shown, to which any theory of the origins" tains is a striking feature of rainfall
in vertical section in Fig. 6 (aj. of these systems must conform .. maps, and there is an appreciable
This diagram shows the inward The only difference which can contribution to the rainfall from
convergence of the lower air towards subsist between different theories thunderstorms, formed over strong
the point O. Now the air which of the origin of depressions will be heat convection currents, Or along
flows in towards the centre must as to the nature of the physical the cold fronts of depressions.
ascend, since there is no other way' factors which produce the ascent
ill which it can he disposed of. of the air. This ascent may be due
But the mechanism which has so to statical instability, leading to
far been desClihed only provides convection on a large scale, or to
for an accumulation of air above 0, some form of dynamical instability
yielding a rise, and ·not a fall, of which causes a warm current to rise
surface pressure. In order to' over a colder current. That the
produce a fall of surface pressure I ascent of the air shown in the
we must provide a mechanism for diagram of Fig. 6 (a) should be
removing the surplus air at high vertical is not implied in the
levels, and the formation of a' diagram. All that is necessary is
depression must be such as is shown that there an upward component
in the completed diagram of Fig. 6 of motion.
(a). with the further proviso that I have suggested three ways in
ail' must be removed at high levels which warm damp air, when caused
more rapidly than it is broug.ht to rise, wiII produce cloud and rain,
inward by the currents in the lower and even depressions with their ,
atmosphere. Thus, at high levels systems of wind and weather. If
above a depression, there must be I have given the impression that

-an outflow of air, and a clockwise the rainfall of anyone place is to
circulation of wiflds, and obscrva- be explained entirely in one of these
tions of the motion of cirrus clouds ways; I should ]ike to correct it.
above depressions have confirmed It can safely be said that a very
this. The formation of an anti- large part of the rainfall of the



While giving a demonstration of
gliding to the A.T.C. Cadets, at
Fairoaks Aerodrome on V,J, Day,
F.JLt, D. F. Greig, A.F.C:, in the
.. Blue Gull," unfortunately got
caught up in a thermal off the
winch launch,and unfortunately
was too preoccupied to realise the
extent to which he was drifting
down·wind, so that to his .great
consternation he found that he
would be unable to regain' the
landing ground. In his concern
for keeping out of the London
Flying Control Area, he reached
5,500 feet and finally landed at
'Vest ,Malling Aerodrome U miles
away.
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CAMBRtDGE UNIVERSITY 9,000 FEET IMA BLUE SKY the "Viking" and "Rhonbussalids"
GLIDING CLUB THERMAL well underneath. Most satisfactory.

A Meeting of the Club was The 6th January-day on which But now the lift was lessening and
caHed for July 4th and held at all good Argentines receive their I final1y flew out of the top at
'6, Albemarle 'Street, London, at Christmas presents. I, being 2,740 Inetres by the barograph
the invitation of Mt. and Mrs. English, had had mine already on (my altimeter was reading fow;
Slazenger, who provided an ex· the 25th December, but after six although I had set it to zero before
cellent supper for about twice as years' residence Argelltine had I left, when I landed it read no less
many people as tumed up. adopted me sufficiently to give me than a thou~and feet below ground).

The chief object of the meeting something special for Reyes as We straightened out and I
was to take steps to see that the well-a really super.gliding day I looked around. Incredible dis
Club would be ready to start flying with a local height record tackd tances spread below me. On the
as soon as permission is obtained. on to it. And in case I was foolish far honzon rose a narrow vertical

Sla,zenger took the cnair and enongh to miss' the. latter, Provi· Ishini.ng colum~l ~hich pU,zzled. ~e
Angus was elected treasurer. The dence made sure of It by breaking ~onslderably till fmally, I IdentJ~led
latter, however, failed to arrive, my tow rope and casting me adrift It as one of the canals In the Tlgre
and was finally contacted on the at 1,000 feet. (We usually aerot0w Delta, end 011. The burning field
'phone and fou~d to be in bed with to around 2,000 feet OD a thermal I lay ,well behind, and oddly enough
pneumonia, which M. and B. had hunt. Casting off lower, unless you I had ne,:,er once smelt smoke in
not cured in time for the meeting. ar,e very experienced, is cWllsidered all that clImb. So was my thermal

The Club needs a flying ground a waste of time and money and induced by the fire, or quite inde·
uearer than the pre.war one at definitely not encouraged.) pendent? And-ha! wait a minute
Caxton, and it appears tl'lere is good To go back to the beginning, It --that means one leg oi the Silver
prospect of permission to use was a really beautiiul day, very hot Silver "C." Can one combine
Marchall's aerodrome just outside and absolutelv cloudless from height with distance or isn't that
Cambridge; its area has been, horizon to horiz'on. About acollple allowed? Fifty kilometres would
increased greatly during the wa,r. of miles away an enormeus colmrin be dead easy to-day, but I dare not

The Club hangars are still re· of smoke rose vertically from an try it in case I lose the height leg
quisitloned by the A,T.C,. though area of burning grass some ten miles by landing outside the field. {Moral,
they are not very active at present. in extent, and around the top of the read the rules first-·but jf I had it

As to machines, the" Granta" column sailplanes were playing wo~ldn't ha:ve been a record, so
(a Utility type) is stored, and the happil)' most of the morning. My aga1l1 I was lucky,)
" Cambridge I " only needs a new turn came about two o'clock. The It was chilly but not uncomfort
leading edge to make it airworthy. temperature was 97° and nobody so, and I cruised about happily.
Pending the arrival of new machines had reported that it was cold above, At about 1,000 metreS (altimeter
which may not at present be built so I very foolishly set out in only a r~ading) I found first a zero, then
unless they come under the defini· leather jacket and woolly scarf lIttle ups and downs. Suddenly,
tion of " prototypes," everyone is over my dungarees, Never again. when I was meditating about
asked to hunt around for possible The "Grunau Bab¥" hac! no getting back to the field to land,
additiOns to the Club's fleet, windscreen and I finally had to there was my variorneter reading

A provisional -committee was give up and come in because of the 2J metres up. This petered 0ut at
elected irom those present. intense cold. However, I started 2,000 metres and very cold it was,

\Vill any club members who out quite happily with no idea too. I came down a bit steeply to
have not done so kindly get into whatever of anything· unusual in warm up but a little bump was too
touch with Mr, R. H. Angus, the height line, \'Ve had arranged tempting .to leave, Round and
Sldney Sussex College, Cambridge. to tow towards the smoke, but long round ~ga1l1, up to 2,.200 metres by

before we reached it the aeroplane the altimeter and still a 2~ metre
shot up ahead of me so fast that no a sec0nd thermal. But by now I
amount of stick back could possibly was shivering with cold. My teeth
catch her, and the" Baby" was were chattering and my hands so
dangling a broken rope from her ?lue and frozen. that I could only
nose, I slipped the rope and Just feel the stick. The thought
circled fast. 'What's this-four of 97° on the ground seemed like
metres a second rise-,--thirteen Heaven itself, so I deliberately left
beautiful feet-780 feet a minute. my thermal-and have felt like a
and me well inside it. Oh boy, oh criminal ever since. Actually I
boy I This is the life! I banked was still shivering when I stepped
steeply and held her there, round out of the "Baby" and the
and round and round and .round barograph case was almost too cold
and round interminably. A to touch, But it was sWl ticking
thousand metres, two thousand over nicely and I found b my
metres, two thousand five hundred; astonishment that I had been up
still a steady four metres rise on nearly two hours' il.l1d a half (my
the variometer. I could see a previous best being 42 minutes)
bevy of sailplanes below me, one an? captured a wholly unexpected
other "Baby" quite near (the altitude record en route.
German girl, Giselle Hillger) and VERONICA PLAIT.
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AUSTRALIAN
KEITH HEARN'S VISIT TO interested to note that the famed

CAN,ADA AND U.S.A. Elmira Soaring Site (Harris Hill)
Pilot-Officer Keith Hearn, a was developed under direction of

member of the Gliding Club of the Board of Supervisors of the
Victoria, returned home on leave Chemung County in the State of
on 9/6/45. He left Australia in New York, with Works Projects
April 1944 for No, 3 S.F.T.S. Administration and County funds.
R.A.A.F., Calgary, Canada. On 30th March, 1945, he was

By great energy and initiative he passenger with Paul Schweizer in
was able during leave periods to a "T.G. 3 Schweizer" two-seater
cover over 4,000 mi1es, hitch- for a flight of 9 minutes from a car
hiking around Canada and the towed launch, and on 1st April,
U.S.A. by aeroplane and motor, 1945, he witnessed Paul Schweizer
etc. On 20th March, 1945, he make a 55 minute thermal flight to
vi,sited the De Havilland Gliding 3,200 feet from a very low car
Club at Toronto and met Les Racey towed launch in the "T.G. 3"
of the Soaring Association of (solo) in little wind conditions. He
Canada and was shown the Club's was shown over the Schweizer
.. Sparrow" design gliders (pie, factory and was very appreciative
tured in Gliding January 1945). of the hospitality given by the
and he was shown over the De Schweizer brothers. Keith was

in contact with Ward A. Stone,
Hayilland plant. In New York he editor of Gliding (per letter) and
met Waiter Schroder, model aero- supplied him with Australian news
plane editor of Airtrails. and after and photographs which were
making contact by phone with Ben pnblished in the January 1945 and
Shupack, Secretary of the Soaring April-May 1945 issues of this
Society of America, be was, between journal.
30th March and 1st April, 1945, the
guest of Paul, Ernest and William CIRCULATION REPORT
Scnweizer, of Schweizer Aircraft I Total number of A.G.A. circulars
Corporation at Elmira. He was each issue is now over 300, having
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gradually incre\l-sed from about 50
in 1939, as finance permitted.
Clubs and persons actively engaged
in gliding or in establishment of
clubs are asked to forward accurate
and prompt reports from time to
time of aU relevant information
relating to gilding activities, in
particular, accurate records of all
flying done, fm- the circulars.
Excellent co-operation has been had
ih the past from various clubs and
individuals, and all concerned are
urged to keep up the good work.
A financial statement covering the
period 3/8/39 to 31/12/44 was issued
to the affiliated State gliding
organizations on 16/5/45. The
r,eport indicates that the work
undertal~en for the gliding move
ment in AustraHacan be con
siderably expanded if finance is
available. It is sugg~sted that
those in receipt of circulars should
forward annual donations,' however
small, to augment the funds of the
Association. Remittance should be
made payable to the Gliding Club
.of Victoria (which keeps a current
account for the A.G.A.). and it
should be indicated that the amount
is a donation to A.G.A. funds.

A magazine

to all
of compelling interest
who study aeronautics

A

cA..
IR REVIEW covers every aspect of aeronautics and employs the foremost
authorities in their various spheres. AIR REVIEW seeks to keep the
finest balance in Its contents be.:ween contemporary and historical
su bjects. technical and non-technical articles. A noticeable featu re of
the magazine is" the excellence and profusion of the lIIustrations and
the liberal \lse of General Arrangement Drawings. Keep up-to-date
by reading AIR REVIEW regularly.

To ensure getting your (copy give a standing order to your
newsagent. A year's subscriptioll (six issues) costs oAlyone guinea,
post free. Subscriptions should be sent to the publishers.

Published on alternative months

68 pages, size /1 X 81". Price 3/-

AIR REVIEW liD. - WILMARY HOUSE MERTON LANE - 1·HGHGATE N6
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Letters to the

Sailplane and Glider, September, 1945

Editor
I, Newhall Street, travel. The model boys are simply

Birmingham. indulging in a hobby that ,is the nearest
14th August, 1-94!5. their financial position will aUow them

DEAR SIR, to approach the real thing.
It would appear that your corres- But think of the benefits that can

pondent, Major DeanI.' Drummond, did be derived from close co-operation of
not read your editorial headed "To all three classes.
Kadet or not to Kadet " carefully and For instance, what greater triumph
accordingly completely missed' the could a model builder have than to see
point. As] understand it, the dis- one of his creationS reproduced in man
cussion was that of whether a primary carrying form? Or what greater
machine or a secondary should be used thrm could a gliding enthusiast have
for primary traln'ing-nothing more than to act as a meteorologist to a
'Or nothing less. The question of two- power pilot? As for the power man,
seaters was not even referred ::0 and is, it is highly probable that after a short
Df course, an entirely different pro- .spell with an experienced gliding
position. It would appear to me that instructor, he would antomatically
to any unbiased person the case in switch oft the motor as soon as he
your leader of" Dagling " -re "Kadet" was airborne I ! !
for early primary work is unanswer- To endeavour to show that it can
able. If, however, the question of be done, a Gliding and Light Aeroplane
two-seaters became an active and Club has been formed in this area and
practical prop'Ositioll then, of course, is now making gl'eat efforts to obtain
another situation would arise. I all the necessary equipment, etc., to
entirely agree with i\fajor Deane make a start as soon as regulations
Drummond that the ideal training permit. Particulars of this can be
both for speed and safety is a com- {oulld in the August lOth issue of
bination of two-seater and primary "The _'\.eroplane" in the form of
()r second:uy according to the per- a letter from the organiser, NII'. G. A.
;:entage of two-seater experience avai'l- Chambel·lain.
able for any given pupil: in fact I Mention has also been made in the
would go so far as to suggest that this local press, with the result that
training is the ideal one to aim at; enquiries are being received from
but that does not in any way justify R.A.F. personnel who are anticipating
.ground slides on an expensive and an early return to " Civvy Street."
vulnerable machine such as the The enthusiasm of all concerned is
" I<:adet" when there is a cheaper so great that it is almost impossible
and more suitable machine to hand in to visualise anything but a successful
the" Dagling." I think in another and happy Club. ()f course, this is
leader you asked for clear th,inking early days, there is much to do and a
and refle'ction. That would appear to lot to obtain. In this respect we
be well called for. There are so many welcome any assistance, but 1, per
red herrings drawn across the straight sonally, am' confident that in due
if somewhat hllty patb of soaring flight time I shall be able to inform Mr.
that this latter suggestion is most Hick, through your columns, that there
necessary to get to our objective is no reason whatsoever why Models,
without undue blood, sweat and tears. Gliding and Power cannot be housed

Yours faithfully, in the same hangar.
C. ESPIN HARDWICK. Yours faithfully,

V·.lM. A. O'HWGINS.

R.A.F. Station,
Mauripur, Sind,

S.E.A.A.F.
August 14th, 1945.

17, Brentvale Avenue,
Southall, Middlesex.

14th August, 1945.
DEAR SIR,

ORGANISING CLUBS
The letter from "V. E. Hick printed

in your August issue under the above
heading is surely a striking example of
unorganised clubs.

It is difficult to conceive how three
~lubs situated as stated could be so
woefully ignorant of the assistance
they could have afforded one another.

The whole situation definitely
needed a real organiser and apparently
such a one did not exist in any of the
three clubs.

It is generally agreed that the
purist gliding enthusiast has l'ittle
time for powered flight and, on the
other hand, the power pilot is not
interested in any other form of air

the National Gliding Club. All
persons wishing to take part in this
sport would pay a subscription to the
N.G.C., which would make grants to
the branches for local expenses, supply
gliders, sailplanes, winches, and in
suitable cases, i.e. the Leicester
branch, aero-towing facilities. The
quantities of such equipment would
be allotted on a membership population
basis, i.e. 100 members in a 50-mile
radius area round the site would
qualify for two primaries, two secon
daries, one sailplane, etc.

England is a very small place, and
there is only a limited number of good
sites. It therefore seems logical that
there should be one general organisa
tion to cover the whole eountr\" to
co-ordinate the gliding activities
throughout the country, to organise
national competitions, to pick teams
and contribute towards the expenses
of the international competitions which
we hope will come again one day. I
regret I am not au fait with the
activities of the B.G.A., and it is of
course possible that the above may be
accomplished by a widening of the
authority of this body.

Secondly, I' feel I must suggest to
Major Deane.Drummond that by the
pen-ultimate paIagraph in his letter
of May J9th he is giving the impression
that he is trying" to teach his grand
mother to suck eggs" I I do not
profess to put forward an expert
opiniOn on this matter of training, as
] con'ld easilv be detected in any
" line-shooting" if your new Associate
Editor has kept any of her records of
the Surrey Club I

Personally, J feel that solo ab iuitio
training is ideal-a heavy, strong and
open glider teaches confidence and full
use of controls (none of these delicate
half-inch movements), and there is no
challgeover when the pupil suddenly
find himself alone, and wondering how
much of his previous flying had been
done by his instructor. In a primary
he learns to depend on himsell right
(rom the start, and he works up
gradually to the more sensitive type
of machine.

DEAR SIR, I disagree with the statement about
There are one 01' two points raised bad advertisement Value-if the

in recent correspondence on which I,' general public want to learn about
would like to pass comment. gliding then it is an excellent thing

Firstly, to accept Mr. Rice's invita- for them to see what the pilot is doing
tion in his letter printed in your from the Iirst ground slide upwards.
June issue, with regard to the proposal If they watch througb any period at all
for an exchange of visits between they will see how each pupil pro
clubs, I feel very strongly that the gresses, aud they will see that a
first proposal, put forward by Mr. mistake results at the worst in broken
Bernard Thomas, approaches the ideal landing wires, which are quickly
set-up. I would go so far as to repaired.
suggest the formation of a National In my opinion two-seater imtFuction
Gliding Club, which would control all should be given, if desired, after the
the sites throughout the country, such "C" stage. The pilot's flying
sites being run by local branches of characteristics ean then be checked
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Yours faithfully,
R. E. PEARS, Capt. A.A.C.

The Rowans, Pine Glade,
Farnborough, Kent. 5/8/45.

DEAR SIR,
On spending further thought on the

ingenious theory of the effect of wind
velocity gradient on up and down wind
flight explained by Mr. Hiscox ill tbe
SAILPLANE ·for January 1945, I have
come to the disconcerting conclusion
that it is based on a fallacy.

Lift, as concerning aerofoils, is a
matter of differential pressure-i.e.
more pre.~sure underneath than on
top: differential speed of air flow is
only a means to this end. Now
differential pressure cannot persist in
free air: the difference in pressure
which gives lift to an aerofoil exists
only between the two air streams
separated by the solid structure of the
wing.

Normally there is no .. velocity
gradient" in the air ahead of the
wing; the aerofoil starts from scratch
and causes the air to flow faster over
the top than underneath the wing in
order to produce differential pressure.
If there is a velocity gradient, since,
in free air, it cannot be associated with
a pressure gradient. it Ineans that the
aerofoil, instead of starting from
scratch, has to increase an already
existing difference in velocities before
any difference in pressure will occur.
It is not suggested that this will
reduce the lift obtained from the wing,
but that the wind velocity gradient
will merely be added (or subtracted in
the case of down wind flight) to the
differential velocity set up by the
aerofoil, withollt any direct effect on the
lift.

22/7/45.

DEAR SIR,
I am glad to be able to announce

that at the suggestion of the S.A.C.
the Air Cadet League of Canada have
·decided to embark on a programme of
gEding training. Don MacClement,
S.A.C. Vice-president, has been trans
ferred to the League by the RC.A.F.,

.and is in complete charge of their
gliding plans. These call for the
training of a number of Cadet officers
.a:s gliding instructors this summer, and
establishment by them of regional
'schools for training cadets for .. B "
stage next year. It is hoped that
eventually all of Canada's 30,000 Air
Cadets will receive gliding training.

The initial step has been to set up
a Central Gliding School, and although
this is being financed entirely by the
Air Cadet League they have very
kindly agreed to permit any S.A.C.
member to take full advantage of its
facilities at the same rates as Cadet
officers.

The School will be open during
August and September, and two one
month courses leading to qualification
as S.A.C. Grade 1 instructors will be
held. As it is realised that many
S.A.C. members will not be able to Blaby, Leicester.
attend for a lull month it has also been DEAR SIR,
decided to p~ovide gliding on a less What is the British Gliding Associa
formal basis at a daily rate. Thus tion doing? This is exactly the time
tile A, B. and C gliding certificates when a virile central body could be
could be earned ill a shorter period, or putting the gliding community on its
·club members with previous experience feet again. The Air Ministry having
may be able to qualify as instructors plucked the last machine from the
without attendil'\g the full course. Clubs, could be persuaded to make

Primary training will be carried out amends by diverting into the right
at Carp Air Station, which has been hands some of the precious plywood
loaned by .the KC.A.F. for the and spruce being rejected from air
purpcse. The field, which is situated craft factories. I have seen one pile
in good thermal ,country near Ottawa. of materials that had stood all last
will provide 3,000 feet long launches winter in the open in a junk yard
in all directions, .as well as the usual because no-one realised its uses for
hangars, barracks, lecture room and the gilding community. With the

·offiees. Hill soaring will be available cessation of war contracts much
at the site of .the Gatineau Gliding material, cut to size and even partly
Club, which is nearbv. fabricated will be thrown away unless

The school will .be'staffed by S.A.C. M.A.P. is told of our needs. We want
.approved Grade .3 instructors and a all the material we can get to rep~ir

fully qualified.ground engineer. Equip- the ravages of Time and the A.T.C.
ment will include six single place Nine hundred redundant barrage
'secondary sailplanes .and two two- balloon winches are about to be
:seaters, two ~inches .at Carp and one, chopped up. They belong to John

and any minor faults corrected-and at the Club field, and the usual, Citizen and I see no reason why the
they will only be minor faults after retrieving cars. It is also hoped that gliding clubs should not buy a few at
something less than two hours' flying several other aircraft of diverse types their scrap value. The same applies
time; and the pilot can also be given will be made available by their owners, to beaverette armoured cars and
.advanced instruction on steep _turns and every effort is being made to jeeps, so useful for bouncing through
and soaring flight generally. secure a power plane for aero-towing. the heather with half the club aboard.

I hope to be back in England by As the greatest single obstacle in Let the B.G.A. get busy now and
the end of this year. and I hope that the way of gliding clubs in this country salvage some of this war debris. Let
by that time civilian flying. and there- is the lack of properly qualified in- us have representation before the
fore gliding. will be shaking off the structors, it is hoped that many clubs Government to secure early removal

·cobwebs and preparing for a good and will be able to send representatives to of the ban. Almost every other
well-backed. start. It will certainly Ithe school. The Department of Trans- country has continued gliding. during
have my fullest support. port have agreed to permIt S.A.C. ap- the war, but we have sunk even

Yours faithfully, ,/ proved instructors to teach gliding further behind leaders of the art
ALLAN H. GIBB, unham pered by the old restrictions, and during the past few years. The time

S./Ldr. F.RMet.S. candidates at the school who acquire has come to speak and act. Gliding
the necessary experience will be clubs all over the country are not
awarded S.A.C. instructor's certificates merely rousing from wartime inactivity

SOARING AS500. OF CANADA, endorsed by the Department. but are straining at the leash for the
OTTOWA. ArJil.rt from the opportunity pro- chance to go. Gliding is a fjne healthy

vided by the school for members of outlet for the mental and physical
different gliding clubs to meet each vigour of our youth. The B.G.A.
other, there will be a chance to show should let the Government know how
the Department of Transport what it can help to get us restarted-now,
gliding is all about, as they have before the equipment is broken up or
promised to send an observer. wasted. Yours faithfully,

Charges have been based on bare J. CECIL RICE, Chairmau.,
costs, as nearly as they can be esti- Leicestershire Glidi11g Club .
mated, and the League does not [The B.G.A. is repre!eutalive ot the Clubs.
expect to make a profit. If due to a !,n~ t~us it Utay be supposed that the activity
larger attendance or lower deprecia- IS Slfillar.-Ed.

tion of equipment than expected. a
profit is·made. this will be turned over
to the S.A.e.

As the cost of a complete instruc
tor's course is rather high. it is
suggested that clubs might share the
cost of sending a member to the
school. The representative chosen
should be the best potential teacher in
the group-not necessarily the most
experienced pilot. It might also be
possible for some individuals to arrange
to attend as representatives of their
local Air Cadet Squadrons if they
agree to serve later as Air Cadet
instructors. Very sincerely yours,

J. A. SIMPSON, President.
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ROYAL AERO CLUB

GLIDING CERTIFICATES

B=----

a=-----

L
Where B = Weight of ballast re

quired (in lbs.).
W = All-up weight of

machine and pilot
. (in Ibs.). .

H = Distance between c.P.
and C.G. (in inches).

L = Dist~nce from C.G. to
.point where weight
is attached (in inches)

If the C.G. is in front of the C.P.
the ballast should be fixed to the
tail of the aircraft; if it is behind,
ballast should be fixed to the nose.

It now only remains to ensure.
that there will be no tail load to
upset the balance of the machine.
Since the tail unit will have a
symmetrical airfoil section, it will
give" no lift" when it is pointing
directly into the airflow,

When the air passes over the
wing it is given a slight downward
deflection which is known as down
wash and the tail unit must be poin
ted directly into this flow, The
formula for the tailplane incidence
to meet these requirements is ;-

36.5 X Cl

R
Where a = Angle of incidence of

tailplane.
Cl = Lift coefficient of

wing at max. LID.
R = Aspect ratio of wing.

The incidence of the tailplane

I
must be set relative to the same
datum line as the wing incidence.
The Cl value used in the above
,formula is read off the airfoil
characteristic curves in a similar
manner to the C.P. position.
Referring to Fig. 2 again we find
the Cl value for the section illus
,trated to be .35.

Sailplane and Glider, September. 1945

I
BALAHCIKG A SAILPLANE

(Continued from page 7)
We have now found the loaded

C.G. and C.P. positions for the
machine. We should now check to
see what distance there is between
these two points. If tlus distance
is small, say 2 inches, it may be
overlooked. If, however, the
distance is more than this, ballast
should be added to the nose or tail
to trim the machine. To find the
amount of ballast required we
multiply the all.up weight of the
machine by the distance between
the c.P. and C.G., and divide the
result by the distance from the C.G,
to the point where the weight is to
be added. Thus:-

WxH

Dale taken
10.6.-15
10.6.45
27. 5.45
18. 2.45
18. 2.45
18. 2,45
8. ~.~5

8. 4.-15
18. 2.45
8.4045
8. -1,45

10. 6.45
27. 5,45
10.6.:1-1
27. 5,45
25. 3.45
16. 6.~5

16. 6.45
10. 5.45
21. 5,45
18. 5.-15
19. 5.45
20. 5.~5

10. 5.4"
19. 5.45
16. 6.45
27. 5,45
9.6.45

10. 6,45
10. 6.-15
17. 6.45

9. 5.45
9. 6.-15

21. 5.45
27. 5.45
18. 6.45
17. 6.~5

16. 6.-15
26. 5,45
15. ~.~5

7. 6.45
13. 5.45
10. 6,45
27. 5.~5
17. 6.~5

27. 5.~5
17. 6.~5

19. 6.45
27. 5.~5
27. 5.45
27. 5.45
17. 6,45
0.6.H
O. 6.~5

16. 6.~5
16.6.45
2-1.6,45
H. 3.45
8. US

17. 6.~5
22. 0.45
12. 5.45
19. M5
19. 5.~5
27. 5,45
12. 5,45
12.5.45
1. 4.45

17. 6.~5

2.4.45
20. 5.45
27. 5.45
l3. 5.45
17. 6.45
2:3. 6.45
24. 5.~5

23. 6.45
n. 6,45
27. 0,45
2~. 6,45
2~. 8.-15

3. 6.~5
27. 5,45
23. 6.~5

26. ~.-I5

19.5.45
13. 5.~5

.. 25. 3.~5
6. H5

12. 5.45
17. 3.45
22.H5

6. 5.45
17. 6.45
17. 6.45

Gliding School
N.E.31, R.e.S., Usworth
Ditto
N.W.186, E.G.S., Speke
S.W.02, E.G.S., Yate
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
KE.31, E.G.S., Usworth
8·. \" .88, E.G.S., \\··roughtou
::-I.E.3I, E.G.S., Usworth
N.W.18-1, E.G.S., Woodford
M.45, E.C.S., )/eir
N.E.3I, E.G.S., Usworth
N.E.:Jl, E.G.S., Usworth
N.E.25, E.G.S., Hedon
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
N.E.3h E.G..S., Uswortll
~.W.18-1, E.G.S., Wood/ord
)1.~2, E.G.S., Walsall ..
N.E.26, E.G.S., Greatham
Ditto
Ditto
C.12.3, B.G.S., Bray
Ditto
M.~3, E.G.S., Walsall
N.\V.I86, E.G.S., Speke
S.W.88, E.G.S., Wroughton
L.H9, E.G.S., Gravesend ..
N.E.3I, E.G.S., Usw'otth
203, E.G.S., Ne.wtownards
S.E.I63, E.G.S., Portsmouth
C.121, E.G.S., Halton
C.122, E.G.S., Harrow
)1.4-1, E.G.S., Rearsb)'
L.H7, E.G.S., Fairlop
M.H, E.G.S., Rearsby ..
1".\\'.183, E.G.S., Woodford
X.E.26, E.G.S., Greatham
W.65, E.G.S., Cardiff
N.E.I84, E.C.S., Wood/ord
L.146, E.G.S., Fairlop
N.W.186, E.G.S., Speke
8.\\'.87, E.G.S., Westou
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto ..
L.1U, E.G.S., Colchester
N.W.187, E.G.S., Stretton
C.t22, E.G.S., Harrow
)1,4-1, E.G.S., Rearsby
203, E.G.S., Newtowllards
S.4, E.C.S., Abbotsinch
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
S.E.167, E.G.S., Fairoaks
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto .. ..
ll.~8, E.G.S., BreUord
C.122, E.G.S., Harrow
L.B9, E.G.S., Graveseud
C.I2'.l, E.G.S., Harrow
M.H, E.G.S., Rearsby
M.48, E.Y.S., Bret/ord
L.149, E.G.S., Gravesend
S.W.83, E.G.S, )loreton Valence
M.H, E.C.S., Rearsby .
M,4B, E.G.S., Bret/ord
C.l22, E.G.S., Harrow
M.H, E.G.S., Kuowle
S.4, E.G.S., Abbotsinch
M.45, E.G.S., Meir
MAl, E.G.S.• Knowle
N.W.181l, E.G.S., Carlisle
Ditto .. .. ..
N.W.284, E.G.S., Wood/ord
:r.r.U, E.G.S., Rearsby ..
201. E.G.S., Long Kesh ..
M.41, E.G.S., Knowle
8.\\'.88, E.G.S., \Vroughton

.. A" Ccrlijicat<s (208)
2770 Alan Prond
2771 Eric Charlton
2772 Ricbard Jobn Owens
2773 Dennis Brian :Ballinger
277~ Kennet" Reginald Hill ..
2775 Franklyn Geoffre}' Robinsou
2776 ~/ayrice Frederick Haines
2777 Horace George Perrett
2778 S. F, Wills
2779 Peter Harold Bain
2780 Jack Percival George Rogers
2781 Alan Rix
2782 PlJilip George Rouse
2783 Allau C1emi tron
278-1 Derek Graham Mather
2785 Gerald Flemming Taylor
2786 sepUmns Andrew Rutberford
2786 septimus Audrew Rutherford
2787 J oh.. Mackereth ..
2788 Raymoud I,eonard Cook
2789 Claude Ernest savage
2790 Edward WHUam 'Duck
2791 John Mahoney ..
2792 Thomas WilIiam Haggltt
2793 Victor Dobson
2794 Tbeodore Stewart ..
2795 ]'Ialcolm Rayniond Sbaw
2796 Heury Humphreys
2707 John Laing ..
2798 John Brlan Renton
2799 Artbur Smitb
2800 l\Iaurice Sydney Lovegrove
2801 David Laurie Field
2802 "'Ian Wil/red Burns
2803 Charles Henry Griffiths
28O~ Peter Joseph Grainge-Jackson
2805 Anthouio Venico
2806 Philip Reed Miller ..
2807 Robert Culvenor Gibson
2808 Robert Harry Line
2809 Maurice I,eslie Rance
2810 James Brian Chanter .•
2811 Frederlck Leonard Sharman
2812 Kenneth Reginald BeeUestoue
2813 Rouald Vinceut Holden
2814 Derrick Pritchard-Jones
2815 Derek Morley Alsop ..
2810 John Brian Wild ..
2817 Peter Orchard McCann
2818 .-I:n.gus Hope Robertson ..
2819 EriC Lloyd .. .. ..
2820 Edwin Thomas John Manning
2821 Gtaeme Shannan Forrester .,
2822 Mervyn Noel Chou!es
2823 Arthur Robinson
2824 John Geeve
2825 Cyril Robert Smith ..
2826 Robert WU/rid Kidd ..
2827 Philip Rnshton ..
2828 Derek Lestie Collingwood
2829 WiIliam Genrge llunro
2830 Ian McLean .. . .
28;.l1 Hngb }lc)/eekin Smith
2832 \Villiam Johnstone ..
2833 Robert J. Pollard
283~ Eric Barclay Boag ..
:al35 John Richard Hamilton ..
28:36 George Brian Moncrieff9Yeales
2837 Douglas Roland James Kay
2838 Stauley Trussler . . . .
2839 Robert Keith Drew
~8-10 Normau Geoffrt:y Smith
2841 James John George LeBrocq
28~2 Bernard Belljirnau Jelley
28-13 Keuudh Ernesl Shepllard
284-1 Leouard Bathrolomew
28~5 John Arthur Cook
28~6 Detek LesHe Hick1inl:
~47 1'errellce Edward George Harrison ..
2848 Charles William Ceorge ~eave

28~Q George l'ltzmaurice ..Uterbury
2850 WiUiam Cyril Thornton
281>1 Laurence Joseph Gardller
281>2 Denis John Neil

~~ ~:~ls~:~r~~Yke ..
2855 Eric Vincent Perry
2856 Malcolm Keitl1 Burley
2857 Edward Paul L.'\Sh ..
2858 J ol1n Bro'l'l'll .,
~llb9 Cecil'Peter James
2860 Keljuetb Eaward Miles
:!861 Henry l1cNeill
2862 Ian J oseph MiddletoD Dawson
z863 Norman Samuel Fursland .,



Sailplane and Glider, September, 19<15 1~

Clidi", School V"t. take"
111.45, E.G.S., ~Ieir a. 2.45
C,122, E,G,S., Harrow 24. fU5
N.E.21. E.G,S., Usworth 6. 5.45
C:i2~, E.G.S., Aldenhalll 30, 6.45
C.l22, E.G.S., Harrow 2:1, 6.45
S.E.l66, E.G.S.. Ashford 17. 6045
W.65, E.G.S., Cardiff ..:1. 7.45
E.I03, E.G.S.. Bury St. Edmunds 30. 6.45
S.W.88, E.G.S.• Wroughton ., 17. 6.45
)I.41, E,G.s.. Knowle 26. 4.45
N.W.18:), E.G.S., "'oodford 27. 5.45
L.145. E.G.S., Colchester 24. 6,45
C,12~, E.G,S...\ldenham 3. 6.~5

1'1'.\\'.181. E.G.S., Blackpool 23. 6.~5

Ditto 21. 6.45
Ditto 21. 6.45
N.W.lOO, E.G.S., Craltage 6, 6,45
Ditto 28, 5.45
Ditto 28. 5.45
1'1'.£,26, E.G.S., Greatham 27. 5.U
Ditto 27. 5045
N.E.26. B,G,S., Greatham 19. 6.45
Ditto 16. 6,45
Ditto . . . . 12. 6.4,;
C.126, E,G.S., Booker 24, 6.45
C.122, E,G.S,. Harrow . , 23, 6.45
8.W.80, B.G.S., Chrislchurch 24. 6.~5

L.U6. E.G.S" Fairlop 10. 6.45
C.125, E.G,S., Denham 8. 7.4.;
Ditto 8. 7.45
Ditto ,. .. 7. 7.~5

L.l~9, E.G.S., Gravesend 7. 7.~5
C.125, KG.S., Denlml1l 8. 704"
C.122, B.G.S., Harrow . , 23. 604"
C.125, E.G,S., Oenhal1l .. 7. 7.45
Ditto . , 8. 7.45
W,65, B,G.S., Cardiff 3. 7.~5

L.U9, E.G.S., Gravesend 24. 6.45
S.E.163, B.G,S., Portsmontb 25. 3045
C.125, E.G.S., Denbam ,. r. 7.45
N.E.2'2, E.G,S" Kirbyllloorside 13. 5,~5

Ditto , . . . . . 26, 5,4"
N.W.I83, B.G.S., Woodford 16, 6.45
N.B,22, E.G.S., Kirbymoorside 11. :1.45
N.B.25, RG.S., Hedon 24. 6045
C.125, B.C,S., Denham .. 7. 7045
N.E.22, E,G.S. Kirbymoorside, 26. 5.~5
N.B.25, E.G.S" Hedon 24. 6045
N.E.27, E.G.S" Woolsington 30. 5.~5
M.n, B.G-,S., Knowle 8. 7.45
JoI.45, E,G.S., Meir 13. 5.~5

M,41, E.G.s., Knowle 8. 7.45
L.149, E.G.S., Gravesend 24. 6.U
C,122, E.G.S., Harrow 24. 6.45
1-l.41, E.G,S., Knowle ., . 8.,7.45
C.125, B.C.S., Denham .. 8. 7.45
S.W.87, E.G.S., Westou 9. 6.45

5.W.92, E,G.S., Yate .. 11, 3.45
N.E.22, E.G,S.. Kirbymoorside 19.11.44
N.W.l83, B.G.S., Woodford 17. 3.45
L.143, E.G.S., Croydon .. 16.12.44
L.149, E.C.S" Gravesend 24, 6.45
C.125, E.G.S., Denham '. 8. 7,45
A.I., B.G.S.• Sutton Bank 1. 7.45
N.W.189, RG,S" Carlisle 21. 5,45
C,125. B.G.S" Denham 8, 7,45
Ditto . . . . 8, 7.4[,
L.U9, E.G.S., Gravesend 24. 6.4.;
C.IU, B.G.S., Aldenham :)0. 6.45
L.142, E.G.S.• Stapleford Tawney 17. 6.45
DiUo 16, 6.45
)If.n, E,G,S., Knowle 5, 7.45
C,12;;, E.G.S., Denham " 16. 7.45
8.E.161, B.G.S., Brighton 8. 7.45
W.65, E.G.S" Cardiff .. 12. 7.45
S.W.161, E.G.s., Brighton 8.7,45
Ditto 15. 7.45
8.3, E.G.S., Macmerry . . 10. 4,H
N.W.l00, E.G.S., Cranalle 17. 6.45
L.149, RG.S., Gravesend 24. 6,U
l'l.I.201, B.G.S" Long Kesh 6. 5.45
C.125, E.G's" Denham .. 8. 7.45
S.W.83, E.G.S., Moreton Valence 9. 7.45
W.60, E.G.S., Cordiff 15. 7.45
W.68, E,G,S., Porthcawl 8. 7.45
Ditto 8. 7045
M.n, B.G,S., Knowte '" 17. 6.45
N.W.l&1, B.G,S., Woodford 27. ;'.45
S.B.161, E,G.S" Brighton 15. 7.45
M.47, E,G.S., Gt. Hucklo\v 8. 7.45
L.H7, B.G,S., BnJphan .. 16. 6.45
.'1..1., E.O.S., Sutton Bank . . 1. 7.45
L.I~2, RO.S" Stapleford Tawney 17. 6.45
N.B.27,E.G.S" Woolgington ,. 15. 7,45
20:1, E.G.S., Newtownards . , 23. 6045
1'.E.30, E.G.S., Sherburn-in-Elmet 18. 3.45

(Continued Duerleaf)

Royal Aero Club Gliding Certificates-(Cont.)
in

area

SOUTHDOWN
GLIDING CLUB LTD.

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB

-NOTICEl
CHANGE OF ADDRESS

The Editorial Offices of
.. Sailplane and Glider" have

been moved to 139, Strand,
'W.C.2. In future will vou

please address all correspon
dence to the same.

Would anyone interested
forming a Club in the above

please write to the Editor.

We shall commence Gliding and

Soaring again at the Devil's Dyke

as soon as civil Hying is permitted.
Old members and prospective memo
bel'S should write for details to :

Hon. Secretary,

FLTfLT. S, G, STEVENS,

R.A.F.V.R.,

.. SOUTHERLEA,"

MEADOW CLOSE,

HOVE, 4.

.. A " CerU/icaJes
28tH Wi1Iiam GadslJv .•
286:j Peter James Huggins
2S66 John Daniel ~I=op ..

.2867 ~Iichael Egbret Willinnl Cope
2868 Norman Ross Clarkson

CANADIAN NOTES 2869 Ronald Derek Hunt ..
2870 Ronald Aloot Hook

The GATINEAU CLUB, Ottawa, ~~~ ~~~~~ ~f~t~~~~~r~w
had made a start this year. \Vork 287:l Clive Palrick Frands

has been done on the hangar, which ~~~ {~~hi:~~~ik~~':~:r
needed painting at the time of 2876 Ronald James Sullivan
publication of the last Bulletin. A 2877 Billy North ....

2878 Ivor Gardiner Menzies Cordon Dorward
Radiophone for communication 2879 John Keith Hatfield
between the instructor and winch 2880 James Wigley. . . •

driver is being constructed by =~ ~~~~~'~~i~::do~~~~l
the" Communication Committee." 2883 Frederick Neville Hoskins

2884 Herbert WilIiam Hunter
Next year it is hoped to have an 288(; Waiter Stanley Tate
airborne receiver for instruction. 2886 Alien Coates ., . " ..
There is to be a Club Movie in, 2887 Eric Noel Fenwick Blulller ..

2888 Gerald Gilbert Charles Catliug
which all members of the Club will 2889 Philip Kemleth Cooke

f h h · f h' I' 2890 Gordon Desmond Bailey
eature. t e s owmg 0 W IC 1 IS to 2891 Douglas William Bedford

be an event of the winter. It is '2892 Gerard Vincent Reynolds
2893 Cnve Dennis Mnsk Gnrr

. also proposed to mn.ke a brief 2894 Denna Sydney Bootle
training film. 2895 Frands Charles Brady

2896 John Henry Reeve ,. , ,

McGILL GLIDING CLUB, ~~~ ~~:r,;,~n~a~enryJohn Penfold

Montreal, have also begun opera- 2899 Dennis Reginald Savage

tions again this year, using a ~~ ~~~,;~~~\l~l~~on , . . .
Breigleb. Their workshop is open 2902 Patrick Edward Stanbrook Batey ..

. Th h 2903 lames Richard Brown
every evemng. - ey ave one 2004 Michael Cole Downing
Primary completed except for 2005 Marcel Littlefair

splicing of control cables and cover- ~gg~ ~~~~n\'Ji:.~I~a~~wne
jng, and the completed components 2008 Geoffrey Bower Dncker
of another on which the metal 2009 James Clifton ~fason2910 Thomas Harold English
fittings have to be installed. They 2911 A1an James Young

I C
2912 lan Gunn Wilton

were loping to have one amp at 2913 i\braham George Cohen

the end of July, another during the m~ ~H[f~IF~~nnc~sHow;'~d
last week of September. 2916 Robert Frederick Afford

2917 Frederick Robert Wllliam Dagg
2918 Robert Clarkson Pardoe
2919 David StanJey Bacl~

2920 Terrauce Frank Dinall
2921 Leonard John Glover
2922 John Frederick Appleyard
2923 Harry Richardson
2924 James Knox Sinclair
2925 Bian Ttevor Neil Newlo.ud
2926 Dzvid !,alL,bury
2927 Charles Mailland Allan
2928 samuel Alexander French
2929 Geoffrey Frederick John MandeB ..
29:)0 Peter Georgc Payne .. . . . .
29:1I Ronald Arthur Walker
2932 Anthony Frank ~Iasters

2933 John England Taylor
2934 'Villiam Evan Jones
2935 Maurice Riddihough
2936 John Hamilton Ferrier
2937 Jl.aymond Arthur Fears
29:38 Cordon Hesling ~Ierry ..
2939 J ames George Donald Arnett
2940 Beruard Artlmr Hndson
29-11 Norman McKinnon Mauclark
2942 Peter Lewis ..
2943 George Mbert Bradshaw
2944 A1bert Cordon
2945 George Theo<lore Fulton Sadler
2946 Albert Maynard Webley
2947 Ondley Telford Richard Williams
2948 Leslie Graham Comlay
2949 Graham WiIliams
2950 Eruest DoUoway
2951 Donald James Barton
2952 Jean Ulchael Hahn ,.
2953 Beolard Frederick Broadllead
2954 Clement lau Porter
2955 Harry Foster ..
2956 J acl< Simler ..
2957 Ronald Chrisp
2958 ~latthew Henry Gibson
2059 Gilbert Brook,,- Hill ..
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS Royal Aeto Club Gliding Certificates-(Cont.)

2.11.42

Date taken
8. 4.45

17. 6.45
2:J. M.5
24. 6.45
2:3. 6.4;)
24. 6.45

.5. 7.45
8. 7.4'\
7.7.-l;J

1;"), 7.4;-)
17. 6.45
15. 704.5

7. 9.42

5. 8.42
21. 7.45
14. 7.45
14. 7.4.)
8. 7.45

16. 6.45

15. 6.45
12. 6.45
14. 6,4,)
15. 7.44
14. 6.45
14. 6.45
14. 6.45
14. 6.4,.
22. 6.45
14. 6.45
29. 6.45
28. 6.45
5. 7."5
7. 6.:J~

.5. 7.15
5. 7.45
5. 7.45
;j. 7.45
5. 7A5
S. 7.45
5. 7.45

21. 4.4;)
21. 4.4.;
21. -l.-t,)
14. 6.45
17. 6.4,)
14. (U.5
25. 4.·1.3
J7. 6.45
17. (U5
21. 5.4;)
1:3. 5.45
];-L 5.4'5

:3. 6.45
3. 7.45
:3. 7.45
:3. 7.45
8. 4.45
2. 6.45
a. 6.45

11. :3.4;)
4. 7.45

21. 5.4;)
lB. 0.45
25.4.H
15. 7.4;)
1:3. 7.45

5. 7.45
10. ;).45

1. 5.45

E.107, E.G.S., I,iucoln
Ditto
Ditto ..
~1.42, E.G.S., \\·alsall
8.£.161, E.G.S., Brighton
M.41, E.G.S., Knowle ..
:I'.\V.18:3, B.G.S., \\"oodford
5.\\".87, E.G.S., W ...ton ..
Ditto ..
5.'1'.167, E.G.S.. Fairoak5
N.'\'.189, B.G.S., Carlisle ..
Ditto ..
C.J24, KGB., Aldenham
N.E.~6, E.G.S., Gr~atham
Ditto
Ditto ..
N.E.22, E.G.S.) KirbylTlCXJrside
JDi1;to . . . .
N.E.27, E.G.S., Woolsiugton
L.I4:3. E.G.S., Croydon ..
A.I .. E.G.S., Sutton Bauk
N.W.189, E.G.S., Carlisle
L.I~2, Stapleford TamIey
8.:3, E.G.S., l\Iacmeuy
?'.W.18~, B.G.S., Woodford
Di,tto ..
A.I., E.G.S., Sutton Bank
)1.£.:30, E.G.S., Sherbllrn
Ditto ..
.. Gliding \Ving, 74 Air School,

lsttleton, S. Africa

Gliding School
)\".E.30, EG.S., Sherbllrn-In-Elmet
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
M.d, E.G.S., Knowk
Ditto
S.W.89, E.G.S .. Christchurcl,
\1'.(;5, E.G.S., Cardiff
S.E.16:3, B.G.S., Portsmouth
)\".\'-.lBI, E.G.S., Blackpool
-11 Gliding \Ving, 75 Air School,

LytUetou, S. Africa
C.12:3, E.G.S., Bray
Ditto
)1.45, E.G.S., ~[eir ..
S,\C8:3, E.G.S .. Moreton Valence
L.146, E.G.S., Fairlop

R43, E.G.S.; \\'a15all
Ditto
A.I.) E.G.S., Suttoli Bank
M.H, E.G.S., Know!. . .
A.1 .. E.G.S., Suttou Bank
Ditto
~1.4:3, E.G,S., Willsall
DiHo
A.I., E.G.S., Sutton Bank
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
DiHo
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
Ditto
-l Gliding 'ring, 7;) Air School,

t,yttleton, S. Africa

Mauriee Ernest }lt~ Filmore
Jeflery Clayton
J. IJagnall
Ferek Charles Walkley
Kenneth Bertie Charles

£ertiji,;atts
Joseph Babb
Derrick HaHisoll
Allan Fickard ..
Herber't Geoffrey Howe
Eric l,awson Johnsoll
Erian Robinsou
Reginald Alfred ~loss

John Philip Barnwell
Da;vid Richard George BurneU
Alfred Edward Hill ..
Gordon Leslie Dollery
Derek \Villiam Pickering
Ronald Cecil Reid

2973
2974
2975
2976
2977

2960
2961
2962
2963
2964
2965
2966
2967
2968
2969
2970
2971
2972

'lA"

details.
dance,

month-

KENT GLIDING CLUB

LEICESTERSHIRE GLII)ING CLUB
In view of the sufficient numbers

alFeady enrolled the membership lists
have been closed until further notice.
Don't forget our rnontl>ly "get
together" at the Victory Hotel
every third Friday of the month.
Come and meet the gang.
Garden Party, Sept. 1st-get
Monthly " get-together"
every third Friday of each
Sept. 21st and Oct. 19th.

TJte Yorkshire Gilding Clu~,
Sutton Bank.• Yorkshire,

The .club will "ffer full flylnq focili<.let a' soon .s
Glidinl activities are permitted. Comp'lete pro
c:ramme of Tralnln, from ablnitio to advanced
,oarin& ...a,e-Includln& unexcelled Club Flyln,
~will be published la<.er.

THE MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB
Ll'MITED

" B" Certij!<;ates (:30)
The Secretary invites enquiries re I 21-9 D I d' G ff "

post-wilr progI'amme at Long ~~ynd. 21~G ,Jf~d~)~~~~~Uf:~1rey .ouug
Subscription rates, etc., forwarded to 2080 Frederick Rawlinson ..

those interested on application to:~ ~~~g ~;~PJ~~~~:Z~I'
F. G. llattv, F,C.A.. 2, Lombard 26~7 Harry Thomas Dumbleton
Street West, West Bromwich, Staffs. 2$76 Henry Walker ..

2823 Arthur Robinsoll
2824 . John Geeve .,
28:36 George Brian )Ioncrieff-Yeates
2857 Edward Paul Lash

DERBYSHIRE &. LANCASHIRE 2858 John prowu ..
".' LIDluG CLUB, 2876 Ronald James Sullh.an
u n 2885 Walter Stanley Tate

GREAT HUCKLOW, TIDESWELL, 2887 Eric Noel Fenwlck Illumer
DERBYSHIRE 2129 Richard John Knibb ..

~ilI on the active list. Club igh~ ~~~~~ ;i::t.:on Hohnan
al;tivities will comm",nce as soon as I, 2912 1an Guun \\'il~ou .

civil flying is permitted. Full par-'~~~~ t~~~~~S~~~~I~:::t~;fan
ticularS', booklets, etc., from Secretary, 2928 Samuel Alexander French

87, Fargate, Sheffield, 1, I~~n ?l~~~,;:~1[~'~.~t;;~2~o;laudark
I29;S1 Donald lames Barton
127:11 Frands MuJlanv

_ _ _. _ _ 295:') Harry FosteF -
NEWCASTLE GLIDING CLUB. Lld. 29,)9 Gilbert Brooke Hill

~2960 J o5eph Babb

~..

.

. (founded Feb.. 1,930) I 2972 Rona1d Cedl Reid
Applloallon, for lIem-1 --

• bershlp no" InvIted
• . In Reorganised Post I" C" Certijieates (22)

. War Club. 1688 Clifford Uphill
MVlUI . U'GItW:M Special Re~lstratron 1694 Joseph Harry Victot" \Vood

lTWDlOlUM iT Fee ./. 1842 Frederick Ralph Bucklaud
Enllu8t Memller.shlp when aollvllle, rutart. 11695 Sidney Edgar Farman

f P · I I 1992 CordoD Henry Daniel.s
urther ar,!ICU an app y . 2363 Lawren", Frederick Southorn

HON. SfC., 25, HOLME AVENUE, NEWCASTLE. 2.520 Raymond Ernest Wigg
1908 Joseph Hassall ..
1884 Nelson Howes Chipperfield
1860 Arthllr Barry :Farwell
1691 Charles Ed\vard Athe:rton Causton
1700 Sydney Richar Webb
1719 William Watson ..
1769 Arthur Harry Phillips
1993 Pere)' ll-obert Solder
1863 John Norman Earl
2726 John Clarke ..
2924 J ames Knox Sinclair
2927 Charles Maitland Allan
2941 Norman :McKillllon l\Iauclark
2955 Harry Foster ..
2972 Ronald cecil Reid

Will all ex-members and others
,interested and living in the Maid
stone or Chatham area, contact
the Secretary:

MRS. R. H. HADDOCK,
.. LENHURST,"

HARRIETSHAM.
KENT.

Large Stodu of Technical Booles

FOYLES
FOR BOOKS

New and econdhand 8aokJ on all JUbjeclo
119-IIS :(;H'ARING CROSS RD•• W.<:.l .
TcL: Gerrarri 5660 (16 Hues). Open 9.6 inc. Sats.

PHOTOS OF BRITISH GLIDERS

8y A. E. SLATER

6d. each (rQm Sailplane Office•

PQst (ree over 2/-



How to snap
a seated figure

!~l~ tc~~, ----~ .. -.-__---J

~
(}ft -",: If, at close range, .pan of your subject is much

, near.er the camera than Ihe rest, then (hat p&.rl will
~ come out relativ.ely much bigger, giving the SOrl of

~ if\~ distorted result shown in the diagram. So when
, . 7.~\\ I snapping people at fairly close quarters, make

I - - sure lhcrearen'. anyarmsor legs stretched towards
the camera. By the wo)!' - make a J)oint of l10lding t'he camera

I Icvel- if you dlt it up or down perapeclive bee-ornes distorted ..

'IIfJfJd i"f"·,,i,,"S~ begin

IIJ;II" 6illett,e

•Kodak, •film is scarce because ofwar needs, so

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR

K,ODAK FILM

Behold Mr. Chips, shinIng light of the college; who
chooses his bladeS with; profound shaving knowledgel
Blue Gillette 3d 'each, . Standard' Gillette (plain

steel) 2d each, including Purchase Tax.

'" "J'''

3aifplane Gf3ureall.

TECHNICAIR LTD.
46 NORTH HYDE LANE,
HESTON, MIDDLESEX.

ELM IRA, 'N. Y., U. S. A.i ,o,JllPORT ROAD

AIRCRAFt CORPORA f/ON
EtGAft 5191SOUTH.4.Lt 1870

(,ecltnica{ and GJ)"awiIl1 Service.

:Nacelle Primar~-GfJunstatle X~st,.el

ehittoll (91~mfia.

Plalls for Safe.

TECHNI[AIR LTD.



Accurate and sensitive

AIR SPEED INDICATOR
(Weight 9 ozs.)

TURN & BANK INDICATOR
operated by 6·volt light-weight dry cell battery

(weight Itb. 90zs. complete)

Full details supplied on request to

K·D,·G INSTRUMENTS LIMITED

PURLEY WA Y • CROYDON • SURREY. Thornlon Heath 3868

IN PBllfBCT
TRIM

Before the war, Airwork kept many of the
world's air •• hopes" tl'ainec] and tuned to
perfection. . . In like manner, during the
last six eventful years they have helped
train and maintain the Ayers and aircraft
who have carried our fighters and bombers
to victory in all theatres of war . . . Now
Airwork are comp~etelyready, and superhly
equipped to play a leading part in the
new era of civil air transportation.

fW\
AIR~,ORK

LIMITlO

THE SERVICES OF A1RWORK LTD.:

• Air Transport Contractors.
• Sale and purchaseor new and second-hand aircra,ft-

• Operation and management of lIying schools and
clubs.

• Fly·yourself and air·taxi /lire.

:FOR EVERY AER'ONAUTlCAL SERVIC,E

AIRWORK LTD., WESTItROOK HOUSE, BATH ROAD, HOUNSlOW, MIDDLESEX. HOUNSLOW 5451




